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AMUS office hours (for the summer) are from 
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. mountain time. Our 
overworked Adminstrative Assistant (that 
women's libber talk for secretary) is Sharon 
Greene who is happy to assist you with any 
question you might have about AMUS, or the 
Alpha Micro Computer. If she doesn't know 
the answer to your question, she will try to 
direct you to someone who does. 

The AMUS Newsletter is published monthly by 
AMUS, 934-B Pearl Street, Boulder, Colorado 
80302. Subscription rates are $10.00 per 
year. Each member representative receives a 
one year subscription, the cost of which is 
included in the annual dues. 

Additional copies and back issues of the 
newsletter may be ordered from Sharon Greene. 
Bug fixes, articles, letters, reviews of 
software and information about Alpha Micro 
applications are happily accepted. Material 
must be received by the 20th of the month for 
inclusion in the following month's edition. 

Each member is allotted one free page of 
advertising in the newsletter each year; 
further advertising is at the rate of $50.00 
per page with a minimum of 1/4 page. Ads 
must be camera-ready, black and white copy 
and be accompanied by the appropriate fee. 
Send all advertising to the editor at 1401 E. 
Bridge Street, Brighton, CO 80601. 
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The Alpha Micro Users Society Network is a 
computer system meant to give members access 
to information and other Alpha Micro users 
with similar interests. It consists of an 
Alpha Micro computer with a Hawk disk drive, 
a 300 baud modem, a 1200 baud modem, and 160K 
of memory. AMUS members are given an 
individual account and password on the 
Network so that they may receive personal 
electronic mail. Contact Sharon Greene for 
your account and password. Many thanks to 
Alpha Micro Systems of Irvine, California; 
North America Title Co. of Houston, Texas; 
and the Byte Shop of Reno, Neva~a who have 
donated equipment and software to the 
Network. 

AMUS has a library of programs which have 
been donated by members for distribution to 
other members. Programs are available either 
through the AMUS Network, or, if you prefer, 
we can make floppy or Hawk cartridge copies 
and mail them to you. Orders may be placed 
through Sharon Greene. 

Application to mail at second-class postage 
rates is pending at Boulder, Colorado 80302. 



FROM THE PRESIDENT 

1 wantei to label t~is column From t~e 
New Presijent t~lS mont~, but 1 jOubt t~at 

t~e change wOulj be noticej muc~. we ~ave 

nearly electei a new boarj of jirectors. 1 
say nearly becausE t~ere is a t~ree-way tie 
for the last seat on t~e Board of dIrectors. 
T~e results of t~e elections can be seen on 
t~e inside front cover of t~is Newsletter. 
In the ba0k of this newsletter is a ballot 
for you to fill Out ani mail in. The three 
board hopefuls; John Linisay, JIm Ilea, and 
Fred watterson are anxiously awaItIng your 
decision, so please seni the ballots in as 
soon as possible. They must be receIved no 
later than June 3Q, 1981. 

We had an excellent AMUS general 
member's meeting at the Ascot Hotel in 
Chicago the 4th of May. Members voice) their 
complaints, met one another, anj were treated 
to a surprise vIsit by Lloyi Lokka of Aloha 
Micro w~o confirmed rumors we hal never ~e~rd 
that Alpha Micro plans to make a oublic 
offering of stock. More about t~at later. 

In t~e cOurse of the general meeting 
members exoressei t~eir extreme 
dissatisfactio~ .with the recent board policy 
restricting the Inclusion of prices in the 
newsletter. An overwhelming consensus of the 
membership stated that they felt oaid 
advertising shouli be allowed to oublish 
anyt~ing the-advertiser felt like publishing 
short of advocating the forceful overthrow of 
the US government. The board of jirectors 
has since then had a meeting and concured 
with t1,e member's wishes. From t1,e July 
Newsletter on any member may publis1, any 
price, comment, or w1,atever in their oaij 
advertising space. AMUS will refrain from 
mentioning prIces in articles, mont1,ly 
columns, or product reviews. We assume that 
t1,e AMUS members are sop1,isticated enough to 
Judge for themselves what is a bargain, what 
is a questionable offering, and what is an 
honest statement of quality that will be 
backed up by the advertIser. 

AMUS has two conferences scheduled as of 
now. They are a mid-summer 00nference held in 
Chicago the last week of July (see t1,e 
announcement elsewhere in this newsletter) 
ani a mid-winter conference tobe hosted agaIn 
by Bill Miller in MiamI in July of 1982. 
These are well worth the effert you might 
have to make to atten d. In a few short days 
YOu will meet fellow Aloha MIcro owners, get 
a c1,ance to see and use software and ~ariware 
YOu might be interested in and DICk uo a 
wealth of information that can'save YOu tIme, 
money, and heartaches. We DIan to be t~ere 
in full force, and welc~me your support, 
ijeas, and presence. There is anot~er 

conference in t~e works for the summer of 
'82, but it's a bit early to make any public 
announcement about w~ereto send your 
registration fees, so we'll just keep it in 
mind for t~e time being. 

Anot~er item of high interest at the 
Member'smeeting in C~icago is t~e DIan to 
bring Out an AMUS member directory. A~US will 
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publis~ a iirectory of all t~e members who 
wis~ to make their orescence publicly known 
in August of t~is year. In oriel' to be 
listei in the directory, you MUST fill out 
t1,e card enclosed in t~is newsletter and tell 
us t~at YOu wish to be listei. If you do 
not~ing, YOu will not aooear in the 
iirectory. Whet~er or not you wis~ to b 
included in the directory, please fill Out 
t~e bottom of the carj telling us t~e name of 
your dealer. we have not been able to get a 
complete list of dealers from Alpha Micro, 
and there are many requests for this list, so 
we plan to collect t~e dealer names from our 
members and include the list of dealers in 
t~e upcoming directory. T~ere's also a place 
on t~e card to put a comment or two in about 
your jealer. We won't print that, so feel 
free so speak your mini. 

Alp~a Microsystems l,ad ~ very nice boot~ 
at t~e NCC t~is year with their 8+ Megabyt 
winchester running. The winchester is 
supposej to be available in July. They even 
maje it up to the main floor! Much better 
than last year when they l,ad a booth that was 
out in Kansas and had eight oeoole in a 1Q X 
1Q booth. ' , 

The Omnisoft group had a very nice 
hospitality Suite at the Midland Hotel iuring 
the NCC. It was refreshing to be able to go 
somewhere and sit down to have someone show 
you a orogram or a piece of hardware. On the 
floor of the NCC there is never enoug1, time 
to actually try something out. In· a 
hospitality Suite you can ask some oertinent 
questions and even get some' replies. 
Angusglow of England ~ad COBOL on jis~_ay, 
CompuWest ~ad SYNDEX and FORTHOUGHT ther~, 
J~m Rea showed off SuperVUE, Bob Salita had 
~IS APL and FORTRAN comoilers on line and of 
course DRAVAC had ANDI,'TSASS, and their Menu 
generatIng programs t~ere running on a 3Q 
Megabyte Priam Winchester w~ic~ MIke Lewis is 
now marketing. Lots of people, and lots of 
excitement. 

Omnisoft ~eli a meeting to answer 
questions about its intent (promoting 
software for its members by doing t~ings like 
having a hospitality suite at conventions) 
and providing securIty for software on t~e 
Alpha Micro. Omnisoft ~as written uo 
specifications for ~ow to use a ~arjware lock 
to provide security. T~e Omnilock board 
(available from DRAVAC) meets these 
specifications and is available to all Alp~a 

Micro software develooers regardless of 
w~ether or not t~ey are' Omnisoft members. 
Omnisoft membership information can be 
obtainei from the president of Omnisoft, 
Richard Maule. Richard can be contacted 
through CompuWest in L.A., (213) 557-177Q 



AMUS is going to spend this next year 
focusing on providing better services to its 
members, getting more members, and gaining 
better relations with its local chapters and 
with Alpha Micro. We welcome your ideas and 
energy, and would be happy to hear from you 
if you have any ideas about how AMUs can do 
its job better. We would like to present an 
open invitation to the folks at Alpha Micro 
to contact us any time they would like AMUS 
to announce new products, list updates on 
man~als or AMOS, etc. We try, but we just 
can t call every person at Alpha Micro asking 
for tidbits of information each month. As 
AMUS. member~, you can help out by sending us 
any InformatIon you have that you think would 
be of interest that should appear in the 
newsletter. We especially need articles about 
t~e ways in which you are putting· your Alpha 
MIcro to use. 

Steve Elliott 

A T TEN T ION 

We had a three-way tie for the fifth member 

of the Board. Therefore, we are asking all 

members to please vote for one of the 

following three people, and send your vote to 

AMUS, Sharon Greene, 934 Pearl, Suite B, 

Boulder, Colorado 80302. 

Fred Watterson 
Associated Comouter Consultants 
Columbia, MO . 

John Lindsay 
David A. Bell, Inc. 
Tarzaza, CA 

Jim Rea 
Micro Concepts 
Fullerton, CA 

Please get your vote in before July 1, 1981. 

(continued from page 36) 

2. The monitor maintains a terminal status 
word for each terminal. The monitor calls 
manual says bits 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 10 are 
defined. Bit 7 is the output in progress 
flag. It is a no-no to set it: 

save terminal status word 
JOBGET RO,JOBTRM 
MOV CRO,-(SP) 

later restore 
zeroing nonuser 

JOBGET 
MSK: AND 

MOV 

terminal status word 
flags 
RO,JOBTRM 
n~Bl00000l0lll,CSP 
(SP)+,CRO 

after 

If the line labelled MSK is omitted my system 
hangs; included, I get what I expected. It 
zeroes everything except the image mode, 
echo, escape, lower case and local flags. 
These are restored to the previous condition. 

3. Vue is neat. This letter is written on 
a TI 810 on stock tab because I would rather 
write it in Vue than on letterhead using a 
regular typewriter. 

AlphaVue 2.4 has a minor bug (or the 
documentation does). If you use control P to 
move a block of code and you just want to 
move one line hit ~P once on that line and 
you ~an move it down as expected. If you try 
to move it up the system hangs. If you hit 
~P twice on the same line it works ok. 

Steven Stallman mentioned the COLUMN command 
in the April Newsletter. It may not have 
been mentioned in the documentation because 
if you are editing a file larger than one 
screen and scroll down off the screen with 
this command on, Vue displays blank lines 
rather than the next lines of the file. You 
get a similar result scrolling up off the 
screen. No harm is actually done. Escape 
twice and the screen is properly displayed. 
But it is disconcerting the first time you 
seem to be losing your file. 

4. Various Assembler Language subroutines 
like BASORT and SERCH can access files opened 
in BASIC if they are only passed the BASIC 
channel number. How does one write an 
Assembler routine to access these files? 

5. Any easy way to use the BASIC 
subroutines, especially BASORT and SERCH, 
from Pascal? There may be a problem with 
SERCH since Pascal defines the first record 
as 0 but SERCH gets upset if you are not 
using FILEBASE 1. 

Keep up the good work! 

BUG LIS T #17 

Following is Bob Fowler's bug list. Thank 
you Bob, et al. 

Version 4.5 has been released to dealers for 
testing and should be out soon for the rest 
of us. I understand it has some neat things 
in BaSiC, like letting you call outside 
source files. 

The new Winchester drive and 128k boards are 
also released - wIll getcmore from AIM for 
the next newsletter. 



BUGLIST #17 (Vers10n 4.4B) OS/01/81 

Three more sub-releases S1nce Lhe last bugllSt : 

.. 

4.4B(j) More patches to 4.4B g1ven In Software Notes #6 (12/31/80) 
Programs affected were: BASIC (f1xes 1nteractive mode) 

4.4B(4) More patches to 4.4B given 1n Software Notes 11-1 (02/09/ti1) 
Programs affected were: VUE(helps 10ng-11ne problem), 
LPR.DVR,SPOOL.SBR(doesn't destroy varlable),XMOUNT.SBR(label) 

4.4B(5) More patches to 4.4B given 1n Software Notes 11-2 (03104/81) 
Programs affected were: RPN.FXO (a FIX overlay) 

4.5 "Em1nent" but stlll not released at th1s time. 

The first AMUS conventlon. Th1S was held 1981 Jan 18-24 in Miami, Florida. 
Thanks Bill Miller & Associates for all your planning & running around. 
Steve EII10tt gave d pretty good summary of what happened in the March AMUS. 
Just a couple of additIonal p01nts. Geographical breakdown of participants 

AK( 1) ,AL(3) ,CA( 17) ,CN( 1) ,cotS) ,DC(3) ,FL(471 ,ID( 1) ,IL(8) ,IN(3) ,LAO), 
~ID(4) ,MI(4) ,MNU) ,MO( 1) ,NC(~) ,NJ(3) ,NV(2) ,NY(6) ,PAU), TN(2) ,TX(5), 
VA(j),WI(~), England(S), France(2), Colomb1a(I), Bahamas(2). 

And second, there was indeed very 11ttle spare time I Speakers were all 
OVER-prepared and ready to go overtime (1n fact, many did!) Great I 

I wish to express my appreciation to Jeff Kre1der for the follow-up he is 
giving to the SPR's; he is "d01ng what AM sald they would do" with SPRs, 
and doing it well. Bob Currler, AMUS, users, dealers, please take note. 
In my particular case, he is processlng several dozen SPR's per buglist, 
and I am receivlng replles, references, "will-be-done"s, "you goofed"s, etc 

The last 2 AMUS Newsletters have incorrect volume & # designatlons. 
~ Mar 1981 lS Vol 4 #3 (not Vol 3 #2); Apr 1981 lS Vol 4 #4 (not Vol 3 #4). 

Finally, 1 have observed the increasing number of local AM US chapters, 
and their potentlal 1mpact(s) on the informat10n transfer which is AMUS. 
To be specif1c, local chapters vastly lncrease local information exchange, 
but often do so at the expense of global dissemination of the 1nformation. 
I know of at least one instance where an artlcle in an AM US newsletter from 
a local chapter outside of our own area saved us a lot of wasted time 
(the Hawk 4.4 DSKCPY problem reported in SC/AMUS). What about others? 
My own local area lS forming a local chapter, and so I myself will soon be 
dealing with the same phenomenon. May I offer some guidellnes for us all? 

(a) AMUS could get the ball rolling by setting aSlde 1 page per newsletter 
for information on all known local chapters (maybe 1/2 page initially). 
Listed below is everything I know concerning all local chapters. 
I believe the list is complete for the USA. 

(0) When someone wishes to organize a local chapter, send AMUS a letter. 
Organizer: keep the letter short & insure ltS inclus10n on the 1 page. 
AMUS : give priority to these letters to 1mprove thelr timeliness. 

(c) Local chapters: send a copy of all pub11catlons, announcements, dues, 
meeting dates to AMUS and to ALL OTHER CURRENTLY KNOWN LOCAL CHAPTERS. 
Until thlS dlssemlnation is agreed upon & automatlc, local chapters can 
wrlte/phone the other chapters and (if necessary) buy "subscrlptions". 

(d) Ideally, the Local Chapter page ln central AMUS newsletter will change 
very little, like the inside front cover. Hence, easy maintenance. 

By following the above guidelines, central AMUS wlll do very little, and the 
(initial) burden of contacts wlll be borne solely by the forming chapter. 
Once this system IS in effect, even this Initial "burdpn" WIll be slIght. 

Bob Fowler I A. I. S. I 800 San Antonio Ave I Palo Alto, CA 94043 

Local AMUS Chapters 

(1) NY/AMUS - "AM-l00 User's Group" - First Newsletter was on Jul 197ti. 

Contact: Lefford F Lowden I 616 Long Pond Road I Rochester, NY 14612. 
Phone: [changed since hIS last newsletter] 
A one-man operation from the start. Lowden dIsassembles, makes buglists, 
fixes, prints, publishes, malls. Superb newsletters (Jul 78 to Jun 80). 
Since Jun 1980 few folks have been able to contact hIm ("give us morel"), 
but he lS evidently up and running agaIn, gradually catchlng up on his 
newsletters without a break (Jul/Aug 1980 issues arrlved here in March). 
All those who sent checks, please allow them to clear • 
If you can locate past issues, look 'em over; they are stlll very useful. 
I would like to encourage 'efford to reprint his old Issues. 

(2) l' ./AMUS - lno publications as of Jan 1981] 

Contact. J Gorely I 903 C Street NE I Washington, DC 20002 
I met a DC/AMUS member at the Miami convention, and verified this info. 

(3) LA/AHUS - "SC/AMUS" 

Contact : Bob Alex I 17632 Fiesta Way I Santa Ana, CA 9270S 
Phone: 714-544-8388 
Meetings: Fullerton Sav. & Loan I 12860 Euclid I Garden Grove, CA 92643 

2nd Sunday of each month (Holidays : 3rd Sunday) at I-S PM 
Dues : $10 initially + $12 per year. 
Newsletters each month since Jan 19tiO. Only have 2 so far. 
Newletter rates: $5/year, $O.SO/issue, free to members. 
Back issues : $0.2~/issue to members. 

(4) SF/AMUS - "FAMUS" - Flrst meeting was in Nov 1980 

Contact: George Hoover I 2021 Franclsco Blvd I San Rafael, CA 94901 
Phone : 415-4S6-2712 
Meetings : Bechtel Power Corp I SO Beale Street I San Franclsco, CA 

1st Thursday of each month (Holidays : 2nd Thursday) 7 PM 
Note : both the contact (Hoover) & meetIng place/time are temporary 
Tentative dues : $20/half-year 
No newsletters yet. Will inform AM US lf & when they appear, as thlS 
is my own area's lo~al chapter, and I attend the meetIngs. 

(S) CH/AMUS - [not formed yet] - being organized by Data Domain of Schaumburg 

Contact : Jeff Fisher I 1612 E Algonquln Road I Schaumburg, IL 6019S 
Phone : 312-397-8700 
Note : I talked with Jeff at Miami convention about this. 



AMOS BUGS (VersLon 4.4B) 

(1) VUE --- yet more detail on the GLOBAL/REPLACE/SEARCH bugs 

This bug was reported in buglist #14, bug #22, and dates back to at 
least 4.2. Also see additional GLOBAL bugs in Buglist #16, bug #9. 
We thInk we now have all the details on this bug(s). A "submatch" is 
an incomplete match (eg, if we search for "ABC", the submatch "AB" would 
be found wIthin the text string "ABO". For all 3 VUE search commands, 
a match will never be found if it immediately follows a submatch, 
because VUE skips over 1 additional character after the submatch. 
Thus, "ABC" will be found within text "AB ABC" but not within "~BABC". 
A slightly different bug occurs in the REPLACE command; if you type a 
"Y" response, the same problem occurs as explained above. If you type a 
"N" response, however, then instead of VUE skipping over Just 1 extra 
character, it skips over as many characters as are in the replace string. 
Thus, if you put "AAAAAAAAA" into a file, and REPLACE "A" with "BBB", 
and type all "N" responses, VUE will stop at the lst,5th,9th positions. 
[thanks, Lai] 

(2) VUE --- REPLACE doesn't always finish up with same display parameters 

An additional inconsistancy : after all matches have been found, and you 
are in command mode, an escape will display the last screen exactly as it 
appeared before if a SEARCH was done, but will SOMETIMES (!) display the 
last match line at the top line if a REPLACE was done. 

(3) VUE --- problems with nulls (hex 00) also true for hex 80 characters 

Buglist #15 reported problems when VUEing files that have nulls in them. 
VUE sometimes deletes all lines following a null, but not in all cases. 

~ The same thing also happens with hex 80 characters (null + 128 bit). 

(4) BASIC --- ON ERROR GOTO within Error routine gives erroneous error 

According to the BASIC manual, the following program should be legit 
10 ON ERROR GOTO 40 trap any errors 
20 X=X/O causes branch to error routine 
30 END 
40 ON ERROR GOTO 0 causes original AMOS error to display 
50 RESUME delete this & same thing happens 

What actually happens is that BASIC displays the following 
?Error during error trapping 
Divide by zero in line 40 

The second error message is expected, but the first is not correct 
Also, "in lIne 40" rather than "in line 20" is exasperating ! 

(5) COMPIL --- another bizarre problem case 

~OMPIL the following program 

., 

10 MAP1 A(2,2),B,1 
20 IF(A(l)=O) THEN B=O 
30 IF(A(l)=O) THEN B=O 
40 GO TO C 
50 END 

note subscript disagreement 

note missing label 

First, the subscript disagreement is not reported. Second, the system 
hangs up for about 2 minutes during COMPIL. Third, the label problem 
is detected, but it is reported (incorrectly) as occuring on line 50. 
Delete line 20 & COMPIL won't hang up, but gives same error message. 
Or insert a line "45 C:", COMPIL still hangs up and gives wrong message. 
Note that COMPIL <prog>/T, reports the problem durIng pass 1 (useful). 

(6) COMPIL --- another example 

The following program also does strange things when COMPIL'ed 
10 MAP1 A(2) ,F 
20 PRINT A() 

It gives "undefined line number or label" on line 10, and gives 
"illegal [nothing]" on line 20. Again, COMPIL/T is quite helpful here. 

(7) PRINT.SBR --- a fix for the CONAME file problem 

Bugllst #15 reported problems with PRINT; further report on one problem 
CONAME file specs > 21 characters will destroy your memory map I 
We have dis-assembled PRINT.SBR and have a DDT fix for this problem: 

2021 CLRB 2732 CLRB 2740 <cr> 
216/ SETB 2732 SETB 2740 <cr> 
3741 TSTB 2732 TSTB 2740 <cr> 
27341 0 <If) 
27361 0 <If> 
27401 0 <cr> 

This is a bug only for users who have implemented PPNs in accounting. 
Hash .codes : 155-760-564-361 (before) 705-677-006-074 (after fix). 

If you do NOT want XCALL PRINT to set your print string to a null string 
after printing, apply also this DDT fix (this is not really a bug) : 

326/ CLRB @20(R3) BR 332 
[thanks, Dave S] 

(8) SPOOL.SBR --- a better fix from Peter (FORTRAN 77) Jacobson 

Buglist #16 had an 8-line fix for this bug. A 2-line fix from Peter is 
DDT PRINT-SBR 
541 MOVB @O(SP),RO MOVB @0(SP),-(R5) 
1121 MOVB RO,@(SP)+ MOVB (R5)+,@(SP)+ 

Addendum Peter sent this to AM. Exactly the same fix appeared 2 weeks 
later in Software Notes (no credits given .... ). 

(9) NOECHO.SBR & ECHO.SBR --- one of these sets upper case conversion flag 

Type in the following program and run it : 
10 INPUT A$ : PRINT A$ ! input trail , "a" printed 
20 XCALL NOECHO : XCALL ECHO 
30 INPUT A$ : PRINT A$ 

Before the XCALLs, things are normal. 
are converted to upper case. 

! input "a" , "A" printed 
Afterwards, all inputed characters 

[thanks, Earl Hunt] 

(10) SERCH.SBR --- search mode 6 not documented 

There are 5 modes documented for the SERCH subroutine in the Accounting 
System. Mode 6 also exists. It performs a binary search, then goes 
sequential back to find the first occurance of the key. This is useful 
when there are duplicate (but sorted) keys. 
[thanks, Adrian Charron] 

(11) FLOCK.SBR --- docs, page 7, lines 15 & 28, "ommitted" should be "omitted" 

(12) FIX --- docs, Page vi, line 12. "page up .•• control-E" should be control-R 

(13) SEND --- mIs-spelled error message 

Type "SEND" and you will see "? Job specificaion error". 



(14) ISAM --- bug? 

The following was passed on to me, dnd I have not personally checked it. 
If AM wIshes to ask any questions, pIe use cdll Hoy Cook at 20~-664-JOj4, 
wrIte Panhandle Data Processlng/2304 Mullan Ave/Coeur d'Alene, 10 ~j814. 
An ISAM sequentlal read ('2) thru flle doesn't end wlth error '3H 
(i~, "last record") If the last record IS at the end of an index block. 
When re-creatlng tillS problem, enter records BACKWARDS so that the index 
block doesn't SpIlt during entry (ISAM always Spllts an index block when 
an entry goes at the end of the current Index block). 
[thanks, Hoy Cook] 

(15) 210UVR bug In stalling method after head load 

Tne 4.4 21UUVR.DVR 15 subject to "lockup" after each head load In a 
multi-user enVlronment (for 65535 clock t1cks). 
AM is aware of thlS problem (dealers see Software Notes for Dec lYbO). 
AM's advice to "use the 4.3 drlver" doesn't help (It has same problem). 
Here is a DUT flX that should solve the problem (use on 4.4 210UVH.UVR). 

DUT 210DVR.DVR 
1260/ ADD I 4,Rl MOV #4,-(SP) <If> 
1264/ SVCA 22 BR 1520 <cr> 
1520/ CMP @#122,Rl <If> 
1524/ BNE 1520 (If> 
1526/ MOV 1#122,R1 <If> 
1~32/ UeC esp (If) 
1534/ liNE 1?20 (If> 
15j6/ IW2 SP <If> 
1540/ UR 127U <If> 

Hash codes. Old: 541-121-063-500 , New: 542-325-467-5Ul 
~ Remember to use FIXDVR afterwards, COPY STD.DVR=(name>.UVR, re-boot. 

AM please note: 4.4 200UVR.UVR has the same problem, though fewer users. 

After each new drive select and after each seek (wrlte or read), a 4 
clock-tick stall 1S belng made to allow the head load to settle down. 

WAIT: 

[current code] 

MOV 
ADD I 
CMP 
BNE 

@'TIME,Rl 
4, R 1 
@IITHIE,Rl 
WAIT 

WAIT: 

[suggested change] 

MOV 
PUSH 
CMP 
BNE 
MOV 
DEC 
BNE 
POP 

f:l IITI ME ,R 1 
114 
e#TIME, R 1 
WAIT 
@IITIME,Rl 
@SP 
WAIT 

If another Job happens to Interrupt thlS process In such a way 
that the critical 4th clock tick never gets checked, the loop will 
have to go through 65536 more clock tlcks (or 65536n !) before It stops 
[thanks, Gerry] 

(16) AM100T.IDV --- bug? 

The followlng was passed on to me, and I have not checked It out. 
Hence, I cannot vouch for ItS validity, but please (AM) check It out. 
AM100T.MAC appears to have a mistake In the line preceeding label INI.l 
"MOV #37712,Rl" should read "MOV #37716,81", accordlng to the 1nstruct10ns 
given 1n the AM-lOOT Installation Manual. 
[thanks, ?] 

AMOS SUGGESTIONS (Vers1on 4.4B) 

(1) BASIC --- obJect10n to handling of automat1c var1able converS1ons 

All of the ways In Wh1Ch BASIC automatlcally converts between modes 
and evaluates functlons (arlthmetlc, loglcal, trlg, str1ng, USING) occur 
1n a very orderly and 10glcal way, wlth one very Important exeept10n. 
I find It HIGHLY obJectlonable that BASIC "expects" certaln modes so 
absolutely, that thlS takes prlor.ty over both the "=" and "(I" symbols. 
It weans that parenthesls ~o NOT take hlghest precedence, WhlCh IS Just 
plaln obscene ln the eyes of all that lt decent In the software world. 
To be graphlc : A,=(l.l) comes out as "11", and A=(l.l) comes out as 2 ! 
ThlS rnedns that what goes on Inslde of two parenthesls IS depenoent on 
what happens UUTSIDE of the parenthesls, or even across the "=" sign !! 
It IS a Illgilly unllkely that thlS will ever be changed because of the 
Alpha Accountlng package. 
[thanks, all j of us programmersJ 

(2) BASIC --- evaluate A$[l,OJ as an empty strlng rather than as A$[l,l] 

All substrlngs of form At[n,n-l] evaluate to an empty strlng except 
A$[l,O], which BASIC evaluates dS the flrst character of A$. 
ThlS gets In the way of at least one partlcular program problem, 
namely "glven a string A" remove character #N from It". 
If the above suggestlon were Implementeu, the program would look thus: 

At=A$ll,H-l].A$[N.l,LEN(A$)J ! CURRENTLY FAILS FOR N=l 
Evidently, BASIC currently evaluates A$[a,bJ for non-negat1ve a,b thus: 

(1) a' = 1 max a b' = (1 max b) mln LE.N(A$) 
(2) IF a'>b' THEN A$[a,bJ=empty ELSE A$[a,b]=substrlng 

What I am suggesting can be implemented by slmply reverslng (1) and (2). 

(3) VUE allow full 256-character set 1n CONTROL mode 

VUE now allows 251 ASCII characters 1n CONTROL=TRUE mode. It dlsallows 
rub(127), return(13), and Ilne feed(10) (for ease of lmplementatlon ?). 
In addltlon, the problems wlth null (00) and hlgh-bit null(128) discussed 
In other bug reports (above) effectively exclude both of these bytes. 
VUE currently throws away all Ilne feeds when readlng In a file, and adds 
a llne feed to each carrlage return when wrltlng out a fin1shed file. 
It seems that the logic IS available to VUE to allow all 256 characters. 
ThlS would allow full binary ed1ting, at the expense of some edlting room 
(because Ilne feeds would now have to be stored in memory). The losers 
would be users who want CONTROL TRUE w1thout storing Ilne feeds (who ?). 

(4) BASORT.SBR --- XCALL BASORT parameters may not be B format 

BASORT documentatlon says that BASORT parameters may be S or F format, 
but It should CLEARLY warn against using B format varia~les. 
It took us several hours to track th1S down. It usually crashes AMOS. 
[thanks, Lal] 

(5) TXTFMT --- change order of underline characters to improve TYPE output 

Underlinlng is accomplished by uSlng a sequence of 3 ASCII characters 
a character to be underlined, a back space, then the underline. 
If thlS sequence were reversed (underline, back space, character), 
1t would not change the prlnted result, but would change a crt TYPE-out 
to show the actual characters underllned (rather than the underlines). 
ThlS may be preferred by users who use TYPE before actually printing. 
[thanks, Jan] 
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(6) ERASE --- display consequences first ? 

This is a cute feature on the Durango system. ERASE *.* will cause an 
immediate display of all files that will actually be deleted (like DIR), 
and then ask the user to verify if thiS is what he really wants (Y or N). 
On a hard-disk system this might not always be aesirable (allow "C), 
but the idea is well-worth considering, don't you think? 
Not hard to implement, it seems. How about using "SET WARN/NOWARN". 
[thanks, Alan] 

(7) PRINT --- implement /Q option 

Since PRINT uses SCNWLD just like COPY/ERASE/RENAME, this should be easy. 
The sltuatlons where it is used would be similiar to the other three. 
[thanks, ?] 

(8) DSKANA PPNs should ignore SET HEX 

If SET HEX is entered .prior to DSKANA, the display will show PPNs in hex. 
This is contrary to the general philosophy that PPNs are always in octal. 
[thanks, ?] 

(9) EDIT --- allow search for control characters 

There are still cases where EDIT is preferable over VUE, so please 
(Alpha Micro) don't think that it isn't worth revising. 
I would like to be able to search for control characters in EDIT. 
VUE currently has problems when nulls exist in the middle of a text, 
and the eaSiest solution is to use EDIT to remove them before VUEing. 
This is an infrequent need, & thus befits EDITs role as a "system tool". 
Use the syntax "nS$", analogous to the syntax "nIl" for insertion. 

(10) Queue system --- check if full 

On QADD & QINS monitor calls, check for queue full and if so then put 
requesting Job to sleep until ready. 

(11) DSKPAK --- 3 suggestions 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

" 

DSKPAK does not appear to check for too many files (out of memory). 
This check would be easy to implement. 
DSKPAK could be speeded up if some attempt were made to fill up the 
ever-increasing "gap" that DSKPAK builds up as it goes along. 
This gap causes ever-increasing seek times to pack the files; 
every block packed requires 2 seeks across the entire gap (!) 
After each file is packed, a search should be made among remaining 
unpacked files to see if someone near the end will fill up the gap. 
An easy-to-implement improvement would be this : after each pack, 
check to see if the lowest unpacked random filets) fit into the 
current gap. If so, stuff it in. Repeat for the new lowest file. 
A whole new approach to DSKPAK would be to keep an additional 
table of random files, sorted by size; this table would then be 
used to decide who would most efficiently be packed into which gap. 
However, this would require substantual coding + more storage room. 

(13) BADBLK --- allow global default 

"BADBLK devn:" is allowed now. I suggest "BADBLK" or "BADBLK ALL:" to 
display all bad track/block tables currently mounted. 

AMOS NOTES (Version 4.4B) 

(1) BASIC --- FILEBASE n causes limit of b5536-n on all "real" record numbers 

Define "real" record number = record number - FILEBASE. 
If no FILEBASE or FILEBASE 0 is used, real record numbers may go to 2**39. 
If FILEBASE n lS used (n > 0) then real record numbers must be < 65536-n. 
This happens because FILEBASE calculations are done in B2 format, whereas 
record numbers themselves are stored in F6 format. 
[thanks, Adrian] 

(2) ANYCN.SBR --- no parameters makes system "slck" or crash 

"XCALL ANYCN" in a BASIC program is not checked by ANYCN; it tries to 
return a value for the missing parameter & clobbers something else. 
[thanks, ?] 

(3) XLOCK.SBR --- parameters must be on word boundaries 

XLOCK parameters must be in B2 format (documented) and on word boundaries 
(undocumented). The following will cause problems 

MAP1 X 
MAP2 FILLER,S,1 
MAP2 MODE,B,2 
MAP2 LOCK1,B,2 
MAP2 LOCK2,B,2 

XCALL XLOCK, MODE,LOCK1,LOCK2 
[thanks, ?] 

(4) SORT.PRG --- new features & error messages apparently undocumented 

Documentation on SORT hasn't changed since 4.3, but the massive changes 
in the 4.4 sorting programs evidently introduced new SORT functions. 
You can now type "SORT <random file>", and two additional questions will 
be asked, namely, the "Record Count" for the file, and the "Key Type" for 
each of the sort keys. In addition, there are 17 new error messages 
that can appear. To see them all, type: 

LOG SYS: 
DUMP SORT 

[thanks, Tina] 

(5) CMD and DO file :T,:R,:S commands --- must be upper case 

A ":t" command will do nothing in a DO or CMD; must be upper case ":T". 
Try bringing up VUE from a command file with no ":T" in it (or a ":t") 
& see what happens ! 
[thanks, ?] 

(6) WAIT --- waits until TIW, SLP, or EXW state (but can be changed) 

There are some programs that will sleep for short periods of time. 
If you WAIT for such a program to finish in another job, then WAIT will 
exit when the other job starts to SLEEP. To remedy this, COPY WAIT 
into (eg) WAIT2, and use DDT to change the states being tested: 

DDT WAIT2 
46/ BIT #52,@RO BIT D<bits>,@RO 

where 52 = 40(external wait) + 10(sleep) + 2(terminal input wait state) 
and <bits> is the set of states that you want WAIT2 to wait for. 
The various state bits are listed in SYS.MAC (they are JOBSTS bits). 
[thanks, Ray & Bill] 



(7) PASCAL --- beware of out-of-bound integers 

If I is defined as INTEGER and 2*1 appears in an expression, 
then the result of 2*1 is also an integer. Simple? Almost. 
If 16384 < I < 32768, then I will be positive & 2*1 will be negative. 
AIQhaPASCAL gives no overflow message; it uses 2*1 as a 2'5 
complement (negative) signed integer. Hence, faster in most cases, 
but the user is now responsible for range checking. 
[thanks , Lai] 

(8) FIL --- "NOSVC T" not documented 

This is a cutie. FIX normally executes a monitor call with each return. 
But if you enter "NOSVC T" in command mode, then you can step through 
the individual instructions in each monitor call. Be careful though! 
Things such as (un)locks and sleeps can get you into trouble in realtime. 
[thanks, Peter Jacobson] 

(9) Bit test Macros BRON, BROFF, JMPON, JMPOFF --- a good idea! 

I don't know about you, but I can never remember the relation between 
the condition code settings after a BIT and the subsequent BNE/BEQ. 
My solution was to put a note on the wall: BEQ for 0 bit, BNE for 1 bit. 
Better solution: use 4 macro definitions (eg, DEFINE BRON TAG=BNE TAG). 
[thanks, John Salita] 

(10) FIXDVR --- beware of what you name your new driver! 

An interesting subtlety here. Let's say you are logged into an STD disk 
(peripheral to Hawk or Phoenix) and the STD.DVR driver is not resident in 
system or user memory. Then you use FIXDVR to create an STD driver for 
a different piece of hardware. After you leave FIXDVR, the driver STD 
will be left in memory. If you now execute a SAVE *, AMOS will look for 
STD.DVR in memory, find it (the wrong one !) and then crash. 
The moral : always name new drivers with 6-letter names, save to disk, 
and then copy them into the corresponding 3-letter file name when needed. 
[thanks, Ira] 

(11) 200DVR.DVR --- some embarassing notes 

The 200DVR in 4.4 removed the JLOCK & JUNLOK that were present in 4.3; 
this was the only change, and it was evidently a mistake. The DDT fixes 
to 4.4 200DVR that came out in Software Notes of July 1980 did 3 things 

(a) In effect, restored the JLOCK & JONLOK [a messy patch ... ] 
(b) changed the error message "record" to "block" [ok] 
(c) corrected an old bug; during device error messages, a default 

(login) device name was not being displayed correctly. [read on] 
It turns out that (c) was not coded correctly, and is fixed thusly : 

DDT 200DVR.DVR 
734/ TST @RO TST @Rl 

The same code 1n 210DVR.DVR was done correctly, and need not be fixed. 

(12) SCNWLD.SYS missing on DSKO --- a good test problem for system programmers 

Rename SCNWLD.SYS, and then try to restore it sometime. Good luck! 
Can't use: RENAME,COPY,BASIC to copY,VUE to UNYANK,LOAD to rename. 
Answer at end of this buglist. 

(13) Sales Tax --- SF counties only, but the method is probably general 

The following is the 6.5% sales tax schedule for the counties near SF 
10 TAX=O 
20 IF CENTS> 10 THEN TAX=INT«CENTS*10+114)/158) 
30 IF CENTS> 100 THEN TAX=INT«CENTS*13+100)/200) 

This same algorithm (with different constants within the INT expression) 
has applied to all California taxes I have seen over the last 10 years. 
All constants are easy to derive except those in line 20 (ie 10,114,15tl). 
Line 20 computes tax on purchases between $.10 and $1, which are higher. 

(14) AM-210 Alignment --- should always be checked by dealers 

A dealer outside the LA area had many troubles with 4 CDC floppy drives. 
They would do COPYs okay, but would have troubles on DSKCPYs, sometimes 
trashing BOTH disks during the DSKCPY, even if write protected !! 
As it turned out, all were Significantly out of alignment. 
Our local tech expert says that dealers should NOT assume that CDC drives 
are properly aligned, especially after be1ng shipped very far. 
There is only 1 alignment on the drive ("index-to-burst" alignment). 
This alignment is made on the AM-210 board (the only pot on the board), 
and requires a dual trace oscilloscope. 
[thanks, Gerry & Jerry] 

(15) Diablo --- some notes on Diablo problems 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

A Diablo spooler appears to die when busy and another job is running. 
A customer of ours has this problem, and everything runs fine as 
long as no one (includ1ng the person who typed PRINT) does anything 
until the Diablo finishes printing. 
Pat Seitsinger had (has?) Diablo problems which still occur. 
See AMUS Newsletters for Oct 1980 (page 3) and Feb 19t1l (near end). I 
Pat --- please publlsh your Diablo troubleshooting checklist ! IJc~;"v'J1C~ 
Earl Hunt COMPIL's a 2-line BASIC program which crashes the spooler ~ 
as soon as the COMPIL program exits (related to COMPIL slow exit ?). 
Earl Hunt's dealer also appears to have the same problem. 
Neither of the DDT fixes made to 4.4B BASIC and COMPIL via Software 
Notes appear to apply. 

(16) 3 files on SYSTEM.MON --- call up the AMUS computer and get them 

These first appeared in Lowden's (NY) AMUS Newletter as a 5-part series. 
They were written by Peter Jacobson, and he has donated them to AMUS. 
They are named SYSMON.TXT, TRMFIL.TXT, EXEC. TXT. 



ALPHA MICRO 
SOFTWARE 
FOR SALE? 

We are a wholesale dealer in precious metals, var10US commodities, 
and related financing services. 

We are developing our own software on an AM-lOOT system with a 90 
Megabyte Phoenix Hard Disk Drive. 

If your software suits our needs and sav~ us time or money, we 
will consider buying it -- for our own internal use only. 

We are especially interested in: 

°Customer files and credit information 
°Transaction handling and accounts receivable 
°General ledger tailored to wholesale commodity 
applications 

°Inventory control 
°Commodity-related software 
°Precious metals trading software 
°User access to text files 
°Programs using remote data bases (such as Merlin) 

Please supply the basic facts about your software to: 

Bob Schultz, Systems 
A-Mark Financial Corporation 
9696 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, California 90212 
Telephone: (213) 550-8861 

All replies will be treated confidentially. 

l~- A-MARK 
:. FINANCIAL 
~ CORPORATION 
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FORTRAN77 
An ANSI standard FORTRAN 77 compiler 
specially developed for the Alpha Micro™ computer . 

.-- The FORTRAN Standard for All Applications 

Powerful 
DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION -

ABSOFT FORTRAN allows execution of large 
programs In less memory than with many other 

languages. 

REENTRANT - ABSOFT FORTRAN IS reentrant 
and allows all Jobs on the system to share a single 

runtime package. 

FOUR TIMES FASTER THAN BASIC -
ABSOFT FORTRAN programs execute four times 

faster than their BASIC counterparts. 

THREE PASS COMPILER - allows fast 
execution with minimal memory requirements. 

22K OF MEMORY - tXBSOFT FORTRAN 77 
requires only 22K of memory for compilation. 

COMPILES PROGRAMS DIRECTLY TO 
MACHINE CODE - no pseudo code. 

Flexible 
SUPPORTS SIX DATA STRUCTURES -

ABSOFT FORTRAN supports SIX data structures 
and supplies automatic mode conversIOn for all 

arithmetic formats. The SIX formats are: INTEGER, 
REAL, DOUBLE PERCISION, LOGICAL. COMPLEX 

and CHARACTER. 

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL STANDARD 
FORTRAN PROGRAMS - ABSOFT FORTRAN 

has most all of the features of a FULL ST ANDARD 
FORTRAN COMPILER and allows use of most 

programs written In the last 25 years. 

Easy to Use 
BASIC COMPATIBLE - ABSOFT FORTRAN 

files are completely compatible with files generated 
by BASIC programs. 

PATCH VUE - Included With each copy of 
FORTRAN 77 IS a copy of "Patch Vue." Patch Vue 
allows compiling FORTRAN programs directly from 
Vue uSing the "G" command 

DOCUMENTATION - Documentation on the 
intrinsIc function library IS available for assembly 
language programmers Wishing to use It directly 

DOCUMENTATION - Each copy of ABSOFT 
FORTRAN 77 comes With complete 
documentation and operation instructions. 

EVERY COPY SERIAL NUMBERED - Every 
copy of FORTRAN 77 IS serial numbered and 
reqUires a matching CirCUit board (supplied) to 
operate. The matching board IS fully compatible 
With the AM 1 OOTM or AM 1 OOPM. 

THOUSANDS OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS 
AVAILABLE - ABSOFT FORTRAN IS ANSI 
standard and IS fully compatible With the thousands 
of programs written over the past 25 years 

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL STANDARD 
FORTRAN PROGRAMS - ABSOFT FORTRAN 
successfully completed the FORTRAN Compiler 
Validation System (FCVS77) developed by the U.S. 
Department of the Navy which assures most 
eXisting FORTRAN programs Will run With little or 
no modification. 

Accurate 
PRECISION - ABSDFT FORTRAN supports 
Double and Single digit precIsion 

VIRTUAL ARRAYS - Extremely large arrays 
may be maintained on an external storage deVice, 
greatly Increasing a FORTRAN program's 
workspace. 

MORE ACCURATE THAN BASIC - ABSOFT 
FORTRAN mathematical functions are more 
accurate than their BASIC counterparts. 

alb_olll: 
1169 LAKESIDE • BIRMINGHAM. MICHIGAN 48009 • (313) 646-0060 
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
For the Alpha Micro* 

(All Systems contain a Log Control) 

STANDARD BUSINESS PACKAGES 

AR_AP_GL_OE_purchasing-Inventory-PR-IRS 

A most complete family of software that includes an 
Information Retrieval svst;m, a Purchase Order Module, 
and an expanded Payrol fiAP. 

MEDICAL 

Medical Accounts Receivable systems desjgned by the 
most knov.'ledgeable people j Jl the "l;eal world II of 
the medical pract~ces. 

Medical - Dental - Chiropractic 

LEGAL 

A floppy based '2.4mb) system with great flexibility 
and capable of interfacing to Westlaw. Includes up 
to 9,999 cljents wjth up to 255 cases per client. 
The time and task billing portion is probably the 
most advanced in the industry. 

FUEL OIL 

CPA 

Includes both Accounts Receivable and Inventory for a 
Petroleum dealer. Allows for all types of products, 
key lock sales. multiple tax analysis and degree day 
accounting. 

A total Client write-up CPA package. Tjme Accountjns. 
Work in Process. Retainer Billing. etc. 

and m 0 r e ..... Call or write today 

8610 AURORA N. SEATTL E, WA 98103 (206) 527- 5349 
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ARE YOU TIRED 
of trying to run your busjness on an ALPHA with bad 
software? Well, if you want to end: Frustration, 
Downtime, "Bugs", an1 lack of reports, then look at 
our software. Our broad based business packages fit 
most industries without bein? a "watered down" system. 
A 1.1 of our systems have Report Generators to allow f·;)r 
special reports. (We do not do total custom program
ming. ) 

Businessmen 
are who we're try in? to reac::' ·,·i a AMUS. Find out why 
our software works so well and why we sell to so 
many Alpha Micro dealers. 

WE DO NOT SELL SOURCE CODE! We maintain the systems 
via modem connections with a local software dealer 
licensed by us. The local-dealer has source code 
and, under our control, can modify or service your 
system. 

(Exclusive dealers~ips available in some areas for 
qualifiec Alpha Micro dealers.) 

8610 AUROR A N. SEA-T T L E, WA 98103 (206) 527- 5349 

• 
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ALPI-n l\CCOlillTING $750 .00 

Debugged - Enhanced - Documented 
Includes Source Code 

All systens in production for at least one year 
300 pages of documentation 

FREE 
Fixed Assets Depreciation & Amortization 

when your order is received by July 15, 1981 

Requires Alpha Accounting License 

Use this order form. All orders shipped promptly by COD. Non-refundable 
de.posit of $125.00 for P~wk pack required on all Alpha Accounting orders. 
-----------------,----

~----------------------------------------------------------
Organization _______________________________________ _ 

Address ___________________________________________ __ 

Cit y,State, Zip _______________________ Tel. _________ _ 

[] r'lanuals only - $65.00 plus Shipping 

[] Alpha AccolUlting - $750 .00 plus Shipping (not including Hawk pack) 

Alpha Accounting License t ________ _ 

Send to: Alpha Software Consultants, 14361 tolan-Tick St., Detroit, ru. 48223 
Tel. (313) 272-5265 
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Expand Your Computer Capabilityr 
Your computer has hidden talents! You can do your 
typesetting on it - just capture your keystrokes and 
send them to us over your dataphone. We will deliver 
camera ready art ... or the printed product! 

If you have priced typesetting lately. you have some idea 
of the money that can be saved by doing the keystrokes 
in your own shop. Also. think of all the hassle you miss 
by letting us handle your graphics. 

Let's talk about it - call Elsi Vacano at AMA 
Graphics. 232-6336. We are located in Lakewood. 
Colorado at 2680 Youngfield Street. 

contemporary c y ber neti cs 
We are offering a series of programs designed with the bUSlness llIi:illC1ger 

in mind. Each program is accessable through a main driver routine which 
allows you to easily select the program you wish to run. The following is a 
copy of the main menu display: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

MANAGEMENT AIDS 

Accrued Interest on Bonds 14) 
Apportionment by Ratios 15) 
Bayesian Decision Analysis 16) 
Continuous Interest Compounding 17) 
Current Value of a Tresaury Bill 18) 
Critical Path Method (CPM) 19) 
Depreciation Switch 20) 
Economic Order Quantity 21) 
Economic Production Quantity 22) 
Financial Mgmt Rate of Return 23) 
Financial Statement Ratio Analysis 24) 
Future Value of an Investment 25) 
Internal Rate of Return 

Lease/Buy Decision 
Markov Analysis 
Net Present Value of an Investment 
Nonlinear Breakeven Analysis 
Payoff Matrix Analysis 
Present Value of a Tax Deduction 
Profit Sharing Contributions 
Program Eval & Review Tech (PERT) 
Rule of 78's Interest 
Swedish Machine (Queuing Theory) 
Syndicated Investment Analysis 
Transportation Algorithm 

This package including source code and complete documentation is avail
able on floppy or Hawk disc. 

For further information or to place 
an order contact CONTE~WORARY CYBERNETICS GROUP, 1204 Willow Green, Newport 
News, Virgin~a 23602, (804) 599-4749. 
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The Perfect Home for the Alpha 
"We've been using the AMF-36 for 

over a year, and we've been T hAM F 36 E I 
spoiled by the pop-off panels. (The e - nco sur e 
AMF-36] is well engineered and 
really shows off the whole system.' 

Bob Fowler, 
Alpha Information Systems 

RUGGED 
The AMF-36 tubular steel 
construction is so sturdy 
that our dealers routinely 
install the drive and CPU 
and ship the whole unit 
cross-country in the original 
crate. We provide the 
shipping crate and heavy 
duty pallet free with each 
unit. 

COOL 
The AMF enclosure is 
designed by computer 
professionals who knew, 
above all, how important it 
is to keep the computer 
cbol. In over 200 units sold, 
there's never been a 
reported instance of ex
~ssive heat built up due to 
the AMF-36. 

CONTEMPORARY 
Now you can deliver a 
beautiful system too. The 
AMF-36 is color coordinated 
to compliment the Alpha 
Micro computer. 

PRACTICAL 
AMF's exclusive "snap-on" 
design allows for maximum 
accessibility. You can 
remove all the exterior 
panels in less than 60 
seconds. You'll also appre
ciate our adjustable, nickle 
plated anti-tip device. Plus, 
AMF includes all the 
mounting hardware to save 
you valuable assembly time. 

GUARANTEED I 

We back each and every 
enclosure with a total 
refund policy. If you're 
unhappy with any unit, 
return it within 30 days 
freight collect for a full 
refund. 
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ALSO 
Matching Universal Printstand 
Available for high speed printers 

For information write or call: 

AMF 
16 

Accurate Metal and Frame 
142 Martinevale lane 
San Jose, CA 95119 
(408) 224-8008 
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Dear Alpha Micro user: 

Accurate Metal and Frame 
142 Martinevale Lane 
San Jose, CA 95119 
(408) 224-8008 

Now you can deliver a system that looks as gcx:xi as it perfo:rms. 

We I ve designed the ultimate enclosure for the Alpha Micro canputer. 
It's called the AMF-36. It accamidates the Alpha Micro CPU along 
with the ax; Hawk or Phoenix drives, and it will add inpressive 
gcx:xi looks as well as many inportant features to your Alpha based 
system. 

It IS COIDR COORDINATED in blue and putty to canpl.im:mt the Alpha 
Micro, and an attractive UNIVERSAL PRINT STAND for high speed 
printers is available to match the AMF-36. 

EJITRA QUALITY is built into every enclosure. AMP is a precision 
I1'etal company located in the Silicon Valley. Arrong our cus-t:arers 
are IBM, Tandem, Xerox, and Rolm Corp. • You can be sure of consistantly 
excellent workmanship. 

REMJVABLE PANElS - The AMF-36 I S exclusive I snap-on I design makes 
getting to any part of the canputer a snap. In fact, you can rerrove 
all the exterior panels in less than a minute. Your technicians will 
really appreciate how easy this makes service and maintenance. 

EXl'RA VENI'IIATION - We are well aware of your concern for adequate 
ventilation. The AMF-36 was designed by computer professionals, not 
by furniture manufacturers. It was designed with ventilation in mind. 

RUGGED CONSTRUCI'ION - The AMF-36 is a heavy duty enclosure. It I S 

constructed with one inch tubular steel. All its joints are arc 
welded. In fact, it I S so sturdy that our dealers routinely install 
the drive and CPU and ship the whole unit cross country in the 
original crate. We provide the shipping crate and heavy duty pallete 
free with each unit. We also include heavy duty casters for quick 
nobility as well as LEG LEVELERS for perfect stability. Our ANTI-
TIP device is adjustable and nickle plated. 

WE SUPPLY ALL THE IDUNTING HARDWARE. If you I ve ever had to send a 
costly technician allover town looking for a nut or bolt, you 111 
appreciate that. We also include sensible instructions. All in all, 
we 111 save you assembly tiIre. 

M)NEY BACK GUARANTEE - You take no chances with us. AMP stands behind 
its enclosures with a total refund policy. If youlre unhappy, return it 
within 30 days freight collect for a full refund. 

THE PRICE - Only $525 FOB San Jose. TERMS - 30 days upon credit 
approval. LEAD TIME - 30 days. 

AMF . . 
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·THE MONSTER 
THAT ATE 

THE CLINIC 

You think YOU'VE got bookkeeping problems Pause for a 
moment to consider the challenges faced by a climc full of doctors or 

dentists Medical records, insurance claims, appointments, reports, 
accounts receivable and payable It'S a monster that would scare ANYBODY 

There's no question that medical clinics need a computer system And that 
system IS DOC S The Doctors Office Computer System 

The Doctors Office Computer System meets e'Jery data processing need of the 
medical professional, and IS the only truly comprehensive package available for thiS 

complex and specialized application 
THAT's why DOC S IS the fastest-seiling medical package available on the Alpha Micro And 

THAT's why you should take notice of thiS offer from CYBERSOFT an exclusive 99-year license to sell 
thiS outstanding money maker In your geographical area, all for a one-time fee You can sell to as many 

end-users as you can line up at the door, for 99 years And that's a long time 
To encourage your rapid response, we offer for a limited time the DOC S companion dental system, a variation 

which addresses the even more specialized needs of dental cliniCS, FREE with purchase of DOC S 
Both packages are fully documented, menu-driven, LJser-oriented, error-trapping, and easy to run Software 

support IS free And as we Introduce new features, we send you the updates Free When we say "one-time 
fee", that's exactly what we mean 

~~, Here are the functions: 

~ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

AdmiSSion and patient updates 
Charge and payment entry 
Patient apPOintments 
Doctors' dally calendar 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Medicare submittals 
Medicaid remittances 
Commercial Insurance billing 
Collection accounting and dunning 
Patient processing 

~~ 
Patient statements 
Blue Cross billing Numeric or alphabetic patient listing 

• CPT -4 procedure code reports 
• ICDA-9 diagnostic code reports 
• Third party accounting and reconciliation 
• Aged accounts receivable report 
• Service usage reports 
• Institutional analysIs reports 
• Transaction reporting 

:1 
[, 
I 

II 
433 Valley Avenue. Birmingham, AI. 35209 

(205) 942-8567 
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TIRED OF HEARING ABOUT VISICALC ® ? 
WISH YOU HAD SOMETHING SIMILAR ON YOUR 
ALPHA MICRO? 

VUMATH IS HERE!!!! 
INTERNATIONAL, INC 

VUMATH allows you to build text & numerical tables in ALPHAVUE~ and then perform mathematical operations on 
the columns. 

As an P1!'Q mple, the system can be used for estimating by setting up the following test using VUE: 

/Varlables 
ALABOR=6.75 
8RIVET=0.4O 
/ 
/Calculations 
3=1-2 
I 
ESTIMATE FOR: Alpha Job #234 

QTY 

DATE: 1/1/81 

Description Unit Price F.xt. Price. ------------------------------------------------
IFIELDS 
[1] 
30 Ft. 
18 ea 
2 hr 

4" Fla t steel 
#8 Rivets 
Assembly Labor 

[2 

1.95 
@RIVET 
@ALABOR 

Subtotal 
Sales Tax 

GRAND TOTAL 

Exiting VUE with a G would then process this file and produce the following output: 

ESTIMATE FOR: Alpha Job #234 DATE: 1/1/81 
QTY Description Unit Price 

[3 

s···· .0675S···· 

T···· 

Ext Price ----------_&-_-----------------------------------
30 Ft 4" Flat steel 1.95 58.50 
18 ea #Flat steel ,40 7.20 
2 hr Assembly Labor 6.75 13.50 ------

Subtotal 58.70 
Sales Tax 3.96 

GRAND TOTAL 62.66 

VUMATH can handle multiple columns (up to 18), page widths up to 212 characters, and an unlimited number of rows. It 
can total any or all columns and rows as well as performing other arithmetic among columns. Also, Variables can be read 
in from a disk file or specified in the VUE file and can be set equal to subtotals for storage and use in more complex 
calculations. 

Typical uses include: Cost estimating, Cash flow projections, pro-forma income statements and balance sheets, sales 
forecasting. and many more. 

DALCON INTERNATIONAL INC. 
511 Woodbine Ave. 
P.O. Box 111274 
Nashville, Tennessee 37211 

(6151 242·5801 

Also available on HAWK or Phoneix packs for an additional media charge. 

VISICALC is a registered trademark of Personal Software. 
ALPHA VUE is a registered trademark of Alpha Micro. 
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datalab inc. 
617E.University, Suite 250 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 U.S.A. 
313-995-0663 

build/it: A Programmer's Menu Design Package 

General Description: 

tm 
build/it is a set of programs and files that allows a programmer to create 
menus and screen formats. These menus and screen formats can then be executed 
automatically from within AlphaBASIC* programs. 

Using build/it a programmer can rapidly design professionally formatted, 
screenroriented programs that are easy to use. The menus and screen formats can 
include permanent messages, status messages, and a variety of inputs r specified 
by textual prompts and dot sequences r at any desired place on the screen. Items 
to be selected, active lines, etc. can be enhanced in bright mode while the 
remainder of the screen remains in dim mode. 

Features: 

Simple to use: All that is required for an AlphaBASIC program to use the screen 
subroutines are a few variable declarations and GOSUB's! The subroutines 
control all input and output to and from the terminal. They are written in 
AlphaBASIC and source code is provided. 

~isual screen building: All screen images are entered into screen table files 
through a screen building program that is easy to learn and use. Text strings 
can be entered, and then moved anywhere by moving the cursor with use of a 
specially designated "keypad". During editing the screen image always appears 
as it would if accessed by an AlphaBASIC program. 

Full input/out~ut control: A text string can be specified as permanent, as a 
status message, or as an input specification. Activated inputs turn bright 
for easy identification. Multiple text lines can be used for each input. 
Status messages appear at the bottom of the screen and can be followed by an 
input field. Full formatted input is used everywhere; overtype is impossible! 

Sample Files: Several sample files are provided. These include a sample 
AlphaBASIC program using the subroutines; several sample menus; ,and a sample 
command file that can automatically execute the AlphaBASIC program. 

Ordering: 

build/it: Complete package including manual and software on floppy diskette. 
Software available on 5 or 15 megabyte hard disk packs. Manual available on 
moneyrback guarantee. Software runs on Alpha Micro AM rl00* computer with 32K 
user memory and mass storage unit. 

*Alpha Micro, AMrl00 and AlphaBASIC are trademarks of Alpha Microsystems. 

Innovative r,oMputer software artists 
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datalab inc. 
617E. University, Suite 250 

Ann Arbor, Michigon 48104 U.S.A. 
313-995-0663 

back/it: A System Backup Package 

General Description: 

tm 
back/it is a set of three programs that will backup, restore and list all files 
that have changed since the last backup. Files are backed up on a compatible 
userrselected medium (e.g. floppy diskette, hard disk, tape). The ID number of 
the medium(s) that contain a file can be readily identified and the file restored 
at any time. It is essentially impossible to make a mistake with this package. 
Simplicity of use means that a system can be backed up more often with less 
effort, and at lower cost. This is especially important with large disk storage 
units, e.g. the Phoenix •• drive. All programs are reentrant and written in 
assembler. 

Features: 

Only changed files are backed up: A complete device scan determines which files 
have change~ since the last backup. Only those files are backed up. A backup 
interrupted with a ControlrC can later be resumed without backing up the same 
files again! 

Easy file restore: When files are backed up, their location and current date are 
stored. When a file is restored, the exact location is already known; no' 
fumbling with disks to find out where it is! back/it can provide an 
inexpensive system for keeping permanent copies of all files. Further, if 
back/it finds a file, that file has been backed up and can be erased. 

All output mediums are identified: Whenever a new output medium is used, it is 
checked to see if it has been used before. If not, it is initialized uniquely 
for backups, and is assigned a number. Then back/it can assure that the 
correct output medium is used! 

No file is too large: If a file is backed up that is larger than space ava~lable 
on the output medium, as much as possible will be written to the current 
medium, then a new medium will be requested. 

Screen·oriented: For easy use, the backup and restoration procedures are fully 
screenroriented. The status of the backup is always fully displayed. 

Ordering: 

back/it: Complete package includes manual and software on floppy diskette. 
Software available on 5 or 15 megabyte hard disk pack. Manual available on 
moneyrback guarantee. Package runs on Alpha Micro AM·I00. computer with 32K 
user memory and mass storage unit. 

• Alpha MicrQ and AMrl00 are trademarks of Alpha Microsystems • 
•• Phoenix is a registered trademark of Control Data Corp. 

Innovative computer software artists 
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data lab inc. 
611E. University, Suite 250 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 U.S.A. 
313-995-0663 

proof/it: A Spelling Error Detection/Correction Package 

General Description: 

proof/ittm is a set of programs that compares all words in a text file with those 
in one or more dictionaries. If a word is not found in any specified dictionary, 
the user is asked if the word is correctly spelled. If it is, the word can be 
added automatically to a selected dictionary. If it is not, a correctly spelled 
word can be directly substituted for the incorrec~~ spelled word in the text 
file and placed in a dictionary. TXTFMT and form/it commands are ignored. 

Features: 

Screen·oriented: The active line of text is always displayed and the word being 
compared is accented in bright mode. If a comparison fails, the terminal bell 
will sound, and a status line appears in bright mode asking if the word is 
spelled correctly. Options can then be selected from the menu that is always 
present on the top half of the screen. 

Uses mUltiple dictionaries: Six different dictionaries can be used with one text 
file. A master dictionary is provided (its size depends on the storage 
medium, see below). Secondary dictionaries can contain specialized words. A 
secondary dictionary can be the master dictionary (e.g. a dictionary of names 
and places might be used exclusively in proofing a mailing list). File 
locking allows s'imultaneous use of common dictionaries by mult iple users. 
DicEionary words are stored in an exceptionally compact form and accessed via 
WAM m (Word Access Method), an extremely high speed procedure written in MACRO 
assembler specifically for proof/it. 

Corrects a text file: Correctly spelled words can be substituted directly into 
the text file. A further edit is not required to change misspelled words! 

Expands dictionaries automatically: Any identified word can be added to a 
dictionary at any time automatically. Any further occurrences of this word 
will be recognized as correctly spelled. 

Complete maintenance program: This program is used to create new dictionaries, 
merge dictionaries, change words in dictionaries, etc. An alphabetized 
secondary dictionary can be displayed or printed for examination. 

Ordering: 

proof/it: Complete package includes manual and software on floppy diskette with 
over 10,000 word dictionary. Software available on 5 or 15 megabyte hard disk 
packs with 30,000 word dictionary. Manual available on money·back guarantee. 
Software runs on Alpha Micro AM·I00* computer with 32K user memory and mass 
storage unit. 

*Alpha Micro and AM·I00 are trademarks of Alpha Microsystems. 

Innovative computer software artists 
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McCulloU9h and Associates 

Rt. 1, Bo::< 51 
Excelsior Sprin9s, Mo. 64024 

( :316) 6:-:':7-::::6:3:3 

offers 

M. P. A. C. 
(im-pac) 

Computer software for 
Manufacturin9 Planning And Control 

Th.? II MPAC" (ilTr-pa.:) s·y·stem is an int~~gr·ated gr·oup of 
software modules for the application of automated 
techniques to the comple~~ problems of production and 
inventory control in the modern manufacturing facility. 

The operational concepts utilized throughout the MPAC 
system are those which are accepted as industry 
standards and endorsed by the American Production and 
Inventory Control Society. 

The system is full multi-user and ISAM-based and 
individual modules may be installed stand-alone or as an 
integrated package. Our products have been extensivelY 
field proven with a large installed user base. 

Inventory Control 
B ill 0 f Ma t e r· i a 1 

Production Control 
Requirements Planning (MRP) 

Order entry interface to Alpha Accounting also available. 

Dealer and end user inquiries invited. 
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NORTH AMERICA TITLE SERVICES 
2223 West Loop South • Houston, Texas 77027 
713 871-1402 • 713 667-3021 

IBM DATA EXCHANGE SOFTWARE 

With this package you can dump data files or program files to/from your Alpha Micro 
formatted disks (either hard disks of floppies) from/to an IBM 3740 format floppy 
disk. 

ASCII from/to EBCDIC translations are automatically performed. Any length record 
from 1 to 128 characters can be transfered. 

Included are seven assembly language subroutines called from a user AlphaBasic 
program. These subroutines allow you to open an IBM floppy for input or output and 
read and write data. These subroutines are used with a basic program which 
controls the Alpha Micro file structure and any record reformatting. 

This system is easy to use with over 30 installations. Some customization of the 
basic programs provided is need to fit your application. 

All orders must be prepaid or COD. To order or request a the 
documentation package write or call today. Make your checks payable to North 
America Title Company. 

it!!! ATTENTION REMOTE ALPHA MICRO USERS - AUTO-BOOT IS HERE ill!!! 

AUTO-BOOT is designed 'from any modem or remote terminal connected to the Alpha 
Micro with a RS-232 serial connection. AUTO-BOOT listens for the break key from 
the terminal and will reset the system after giving a 1 minute audible alarm. We 
have tested AUTO-BOOT with Vadic modems and MI**2 modems. It is currently in use 
with several other modems. 

All orders must be prepaid or COD. To order or request 
more information write or call today. Make your checks payable to Products 
Diversified, Inc. 

COMPLETE DEC VT100 TERMINAL DRIVER AVAILABLE 

The new DEC VT100 family of terminals is now supported on the Alpha Micro. We have 
available an excellent driver which provides you easy access to all of the terminal 
attributes of this terminal. This drive will also work with any DEC VT100 look 
alikes such as the Visual 100 terminal. 

We believe that 132 column terminals are tremendous tools for many applications and 
programs. Here is your chance to interface one to your Alpha Micro. 

All orders must be prepaid or COD. Special dealer prices 
available. To order or request more information write or call today. Make your 
checks payable to Products Diversified, Inc. 

Eugene C. Platt 
4834 Jason 
Houston, Texas 77096 
(713) 666-8166 
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2223 West Loop South B-35 
Houston, Texas 77027 
(713)871-1402 
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Technical 
Engineering 

Labs 

7016 North 107 Court., Omaha, Nebraska, 68142 (402)-493-9580 

Floppys 
Tired of that old single density floppy system ? Why not upgrade to our new 
Inteligent Micro -Proscessor based floppy subsystem, utilizing the reliable 
double sided Remex drives. 1.18M bytes per drive, and compatable with 
Alpha Micro's single density STD format. Dual drive system, rack mountable 
cabinet, power supply, and driver software. And it's compatable with both 
the AM100 and AM100T systems, at a price considerably less than Alpha 
Micro's AM210 subsystem. $3790.00 with driver software provided on single 
density STD format floppy. (DVR only) 

Hawk and Pheonix users 
Need to send software? Why pay to ship those disk packs across the country, 
when you could be shipping a floppy. For this reason we are also providing 
a single double sided drive version of our inteligent floppy subsystem. 
Same as above with a single drive. $2790.00 AM100 BOOT ROM $85.00 extra. 

Software 
CPY500.PRG High speed disk copy program for all Hawk users. Copies a complete 

Hawk disk in less than 180 (270) seconds on AM100T (AM100) systems. 
$99.95 on a single density STD format floppy. (PRG only) 

FMTSEC.PRG Allows you to restore bad format on a single sector of a Hawk disk 
with out distroying data on any other sector. 
$99.95 on a single density STD format floppy. (PRG only) 

SHOW.OVR Fix overlay displays code used by the monitor for SVCA calls: 
Example EXIT, TRMBFQ, •••••••• 
$99.95 on a single density STD format floppy. (OVR only) 

RESTOR.PRG Allows the user to un-erase a file(s) provided that no one has 
written to the disk since the file was erased. 
$99.95 on a single density STD format floppy. (PRG only) 

TXTFMT.PRG Trace option (IT) used in conjunction with Alpha Micros TXTFMT 
allows the user to locate errors much easier, by displaying each 
line as it is processed by TXTFMT. 
$34.95 on a single density STD format floppy. (PRG only) 

HELLO.PRG Allows a user to log on by mneumonic names rather than by PPNs. 
$34.95 on a single density STD format floppy. (PRG and MAC) 

Consulting 

Software avi1iable on a Hawk cartridge for an additional $90.00. 
Multiple programs provided on the same disk deduct $10.00 each. 

Having problems installing a SECOND PHOENIX drive on your system? 
We may be able to help. Need a cash register interfaced? Maybe a 
comodidies line? Or how about the New York Stock Exchange? Or 
better yet, you name what you would like interfaced to the Alpha 
Micro. We've probably done it because we've INTERFACED· and written 
DRIVERS for things you haven't even thought of yet. And if we have 
not, we would sure like to do it, or help you do it yourself. 

Software and Subsystem terms: prepaid only 
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Advantages of EDIT 

Why use EDIT? There are still particular cases when EDIT is quite useful. 
The cases described first are those in which EDIT is the only choice. 

(1) SMALL. 
If you are stuck with < 8K of memory, this is enough room to EDIT the 
SYSTEM.INI and successfully exit. 

(2) ANY TDV WILL DO. 
Some people think that if they boot up with the wrong TDV driver in the 
INI, that they are stuck (because VUE cannot properly edit the INI). 
Wrong --- use EDIT to edit the INI. 

(3) NICE SCAN DISPLAYS. 
If you want to search for a particular string, and see up to 24 occurance 
lines per crt screen, EDIT will do this very nicely; VUE won't. 

(4) WORKS WITH BINARY FILES. 
EDIT can be used to add/change/delete bytes from a .PRG file, or any 
sequential file --- VUE will destroy PRG files. 

(5) NO SPECIAL CHARACTERS EXCEPT ESCAPE. 
EDIT searches for spaces,tabs,returns just as easily as letters. 

(6) TELECOMMUNICATIONS. 
Allows files to be transferred over the phone lines (Telecommunications). 

(7) LINES> 510 CHARACTERS. 

Jf, for some strange reason, you need lines longer than 510 characters, 
then EDIT has no problem. 

The following describe cases where EDIT is sometimes preferable to VUE. 

(1) TABLE RE-FORMATTING EASIER. 
If you have a 500-line table built up using VUE, and you want to add a 
new column of (eg) 5 characters to the table, EDIT can create this new 
column using less than 20 keystrokes. 

(2) MORE ROOM FOR FILE. 
For large files, EDIT is sometimes preferable simply because the entire 
data file will fit into memory (especially if a single edit is needed). 

(3) REPETITIONS EASY. 
For very repetitive things, EDIT is marvelous, because of the general 
way in which any legitimate command can be multiply performed. 

(4) LESS INPUT & OUTPUT. 
If you are on a 110 or 300 baud connection, VUE can be sloooooow. 
Or, if you are on a printing terminal, VUE doesn't work too well. 
In either case, EDIT minimizes input/output, saving time/paper/patience. 

Disadvantages: will be obvious. 

. . 
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POWER AND YOUR ALPHA-MICRO 

In the April, 1981 issue of the AMUS NEWSLETTER, I outlined our system 
hardware, software, and the background to the problems we encountered in 
stabilizing our Alpha-Micro computer system. 

As indicated, our system instability was the direct result of a poor 
power supply. When our equipment was initially installed, we had equipped the 
power supply with Isolated Ground Circuits. The purpose of these circuits are 
to isolate the computer equipment from any "noise" in the AC power system from 
slipping in through the ground wire and causing problems. The principle is to 
isolate the computer ground from the normal ground in the building by 
terminating the ground wires from the plugs on a ceramic (or similar 
non-conductive) terminal strip in the power panel and then running a separate 
ground wire directly to the "street side" of the water meter or to a separate 
ground rod. 

I have seen power related problems disappear when Isolated Ground 
Circuits are correctly installed. In our case, they did not help. There were 
three reasons why they didn't help. Firstly, when originally installed, the 
electrical contractor that did the work was unfamiliar with them and managed 
to cross-connect the wires as well as tying the isolated circuits into the air 
conditioner circuit. This problem has been rectified but our AC power problem 
was more basic. 

The ~-~on~ problem with our original installation was a result of 
ground loop~ A5 defined in the first part of this article, ground loops 
result when "two or more points that are nominally at ground potential are 
connected by a conducting path such that either or both pOints are not at the 
same ground potential'~. In very simple terms, ground loops occur when a point 
has two paths to ground and the two grounds are joined together by some 
conducting material such that there is a complete circuit created. In our 
case, a ground loop resulted because of the age of the power distribution 
system used in our building. The building is 25 years old. When it was 
constructed, the building and electrical codes allowed the metal conduit used 
to run the wires in to also be used as the main grounding grid. We ended up 
with ground loops when the isolation ground wire was inadvertently connected 
to the panel box which was also tied into the building ground through the 
conduit. 

Author's Note: I have no formal training in electrical systems and do not 
profess to be an expert in the field. What I have attempted to do is explain 
the steps we took to isolate and identify the source of our problem and what 
steps we took to eliminate the cause. 

lowe a large thank you to our supplier (Micro-Byte), our electrical 
engineers, and the electricians who worked on this with me and without whose 
help I wouldn't be able to say: "OUR ALPHA-MICRO RUNS 24 HOURS PER DAY, SEVEN 
DAYS A WEEK WITHOUT HANGING-UP". 

Also, a thank you to those AMUS members who responded to my plea for 
help in the February, 1981 issue of the AMUS NEWSLETTER. 
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The third reason why isolated ground circuits did not help was that the 
source of our power problem was on the "hot" feed of the AC power supply. 

In order to understand the cause of, and solution to, our power 
problem, I will describe in brief terms, our power supply within the 
buildi.ng. As we are involved in a manufacturing and repair operation, we have 
a fairly large power supply to meet our needs. Our main power supply into the 
complex is a 6000 Volt, 3 phase power feed from the local Hydro Company. The 
primary power panel splits this into a multitude of 600 Volt power feeds that 
run throughout the building terminating at 600 Volt Step-down transformers. 
These then supply standard 110 Volt distribution panels. From one of these 
distribution panels we took a 210 Volt, 60 AMP feed to a distribution panel in 
the computer rooom which in turn fed the isolation ground circuits for our 
computer and per1pheral devices. (If you are confused, don't feel too bad. I 
was too, so I have included a diagram (Fig. 1) to help follow the story). 

In addition, when we corrected the wiring problems with the Isolated 
Ground Circuits, we installed an Isolation Transformer between the 110 Volt 
distribution panel and the computer room distribution panel. A word of 
caution ••• Isolation Transformers do not clean up any variations in the power 
~upply. Their sole purpose is to isolate on power system from another power 
system by removing any direct metallic contact. Any "noise" on the power is 
passed through the transformer. 

To track down our problem and the source of the problem, we used an 
oscilloscope. When we tested the power supply at the isolated ground circuits 
in the computer room, we found a very rapid voltage irregularity on the "hot" 
side of our power. (Note: The irregularity was also found on both the neutral 
and ground leads but to a lesser extent. If you are finding a similar 
pattern, the problem is originating on the power lead that gives you the 
strongest reading). Figure 2 shows what a normal "sine" wave should look like 
while Figure 3 shows what we were finding. 

In order to identify the source of the problem, we methodically tested 
out each circuit on the computer room panel. The same pattern was found on 
each circuit. We then tested the power supply into the computer room panel. 
It showed the same pattern. 

The next step was to move back to the distribution panel from which our 
power was being drawn. Again, each circuit was tested and again each circuit 
showed the same pattern. The next step was to eliminate each circuit, one at 
a time. By turning one circuit breaker off at a time and monitoring the 
pattern on the oscilloscope, we were able to isolate the problem. 

Two of the circuits running off of the panel were feeding variable 
speed overhead fans in our warehouse area. The speed of the fans were 
controlled by a rheostat type of switch (like the light dimmer switches some 
of you may have in your house). 
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FIGURE 2 

Normal Sine Wave Pattern for 
110 Volt, 60 Cycle A.C. Power 

FIGURE 3. 

Trouble Sine Wave 



Apparently, these switches control the speed of the fan by "chopping" 
the sine wave and only allowing a portion of the power cycle through to the 
fan motor. This "chopping" signal is what we found being super imposed onto 
our power supply to the computer room. 

The power problems were rectified by installing a new step-down 
transformer and an isolation transformer off of the primary distribution 
panel. As this took approximately six weeks to do, we temporarily solved our 
problem by finding a "clean" power plug that was being powered off a different 
transformer and used a 25 foot extension cord to run power to the equipment. 

This process we went through is not recommended for the layman with 
little or no knowledge of power. I would strongly recommend that any attempt 
at following the same or similar process that we used be done by qualified 
electricians that have had experience in computer power installations. If you 
have trouble finding such electrical contractors, you could try contacting the 
local office of one of the larger mainframe suppliers (such as IBM, NCR, etc.) 
and asking them who they recommend to their clients. 

An easy experiment to try is to invest in a good heavy duty power 
extension cord and try different plugs around your office that are on a 
different power panel from the one currently feeding the plugs to your 
computer. 

About the author: Wayne Sanderson has a B.Sc. in Computer Science from the 
University of Manitoba and has nine years experience in the data processing 
field. For the last two years, he has been involved in Operations Research, 
mainly in the area of advance Inventory Control procedures. 
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1200 BAUD DATA TRANSFER 

Thanks to Larry White of Larry W~ite Comp~ter 
Services, we found that we really can 
transfer data between two Alphas at 1280 
baud, even though one them has an originate 
only modem. Here's how and it really 
works. 

In case you're not familiar with transferring 
files (which I certainly was not, I'll 
start by telling you that only---source files 
( . BAS, . MAC, . TXT may be transferred). The 
rule I've been following is that if you can 
type or ~rint it, you can transfer it. 

First, in TALKTO.MAC, add the following 
statement: 

BIS 11123,@R3 

immediately following 

BIS 11123,@R4 

Then, MACRO TALKTO and transfer TALKTO.PRG to 
DSKO: [ 1 ,4] . 

This gets the remote trmdef. Rename Larry's 
old SEND.* to PUT.* in order to avoid 
conf~sion with it and AIM's SEND.PRG. 

Increase the input buffer on the phone trmdef 
statement to something huge (I set mine at 
200). This is the number of characters the 
computer can get behind. 

Connect the modem to·the AM-300 as follows: 

Computer Modem . 
Pin 2 Pin 3 

3 2 
7 7 
6 20 

To transfer information from 
only system to another 
incidentally, must have a 
modem) : 

your originate 
system (w~ich, 
real receive 

1. Enter 'TALKTO MODEM', modem being 
the trmdef name for your phone. Yo~ 
will be asked for an exit character 
(I use ~). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Dial the remote system and make t~e 
connection. 

Log to 
computer 
saved. 

the Don on 
where yo~ 

the remote 
wish your file 

Enter 'MAKE 
filename. ext 
you wis to 
system. 

filename.ext', where 
is the name of the file 
appear on the remote 

SET NO ECHO (after this, your inp~t 
characters will not display). 

6. EDIT filename.ext 

7. I 
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8. Go to anot~er terminal on YOUR 
system and enter 

PUT MODEM filename.ext 

where filename.ext is the name of 
YOUR file that you wis~ to transfer 
to the remote system. 

9. The file will then be transferred to 
the remote system and the echoeing 
jone on the second CRT. If another 
CRT is not ~sed for the transfer, 
t~e trmdef fills with line feeds. 

10. After t~e data is transferred, 
ret~rn to CRT1 and enter two escape 
characters to finish t~e insert edit 
mode. 

11. Enter 'E', escape, escape, to close 
and save the edit file. 

12. SET ECHO 

Your file should be transferred to 
remote site. 

the 

To transfer files FROM the remote system 
using your originate only modem, connect the 
pins as describej above - this time you only 
need one terminal. 

1. Enter 

GET MODEM filename.ext 

w~ere modem is the trmdef name for 
your phone and filename.ext is the 
name of the file as you wish it to 
appear on YOUR system. 

2. You will be asked for an exit 
character. 

3. Dial the remote system and establish 
the carrier connection. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Enter your exit character (I use 
and log on to the remote system. 

Enter 

TYPE filename.ext 

w~ere filename.ext is t~€ name of 
t~e file on the remote system you 
wi s~ to copy. 

T~e file will be tyosj on your 
screen anj recorjed to t~e disk into 
t~e first filename yo~ specified. 
EVERYTHING you enter or get back 
from t~e remote system will be 
recordei as a part of t~is file. 
You can simply ~se Vue to eliminate 
t~e garbage w~en yo~'re done. 

After t~e file is transferrej, yo~ 

may log off t~e remote system, ~lt 
your exit c~aracter anj go back to 
work. 



What I find most useful about all this is the 
ability to run around both yours' and the 
remote system using TALKTO (where you're just 
plain communicating), GET (where your 
conversation is recorded), and PUT (where you 
can send stuff), and back to your system to 
check your file, look for something else to 
do, etc. 

A very special to Larry White for helping me 
with this when I really needed to transfer a 
file. Incidentally, Larry has written a new 
set of telecommunications software which 
allows data transfer at high baud rates 
without all this hinked up mess. It also 
allows the transfer of .RUN files and double 
checks that the data transferred matches the 
data on the sending end. Anyone interested, 
please call Larry at (213) 795-0141. 

I'm just learning telecommunications - so 
you'll be hearing more. 

Pat 

C LAS S I FIE D 

FOR SAL E 

47 IMS 8k memory boards at bargain prices. 
Take any or all. Some new, most slightly 
used; all have been under maintenance 
contract and well cared for. S-100 
configuration ideal for small business 
sytems or hobbyists. 

Robert Chewning 
(817) 334-2241 days 
(817) 334-0589 evenings 

* * * * * * * * * * 

FOR SAL E 

Repossessed Alpha Micro equipment. Like new 
- below cost. 

General 
special 
selling 
months. 

Electric Terminet 200 printer with 
2 sets of forms tractors, also 
below cost. Like new, in use two 

Fred Gross 
Computer Systems for Business, Inc. 
3300 Sirius Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89102 
(701) 873-7400 

* • *.,* *' * * * * * 
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FOR SAL E 

Two - Soroc IQ 120 terminals, purchased new 
five months ago excellent condition. 
$650.00 each. 

Two - Soroc IQ 120 terminals, approximately 
two years old - excellent condition. $550.00 
each. 

May purchase all four for $2,300.00. They 
are being sold in order that we may upgrade 
to a more sophisticated terminal. 

Jim Krakower 
clo JMK Tire Company 
1510 N. Neil 
Champaig, IL 61820 
(179) 351-8100 

* * * * * * * * * * 

WAN TED 

Hazeltine 1520 - must be in good condition. 

Program which will accept times from time 
cards and print out analysis of: 

each emploee, dates worked, regular hours and 
overtime hours. Our pay period is two weeks. 
Files should handle a month. Exact cut-off 
for assigning 1/4 hour increments (in 
minutes) should be user definable. Would be 
super if it would interface to Alpha 
Accounting. 

W. F. Casteen, M.D. 
P. O. Box 99 
Bakersfield, CA 93302 
(805) 322-8716 

* * * * * * * * * * 

WAN TED 

We need a program to enable us to provide 
multiple distribution to the GIL system from 
the AIR, and P/R systems. 

The alphaccounting transfer capability does 
not permit multiple distributions to profit 
centers as we require for our business. 

If you have a solutio to this problem, please 
call (809) 726-2896, telex 325-262, cable 
TRIRUB, or write to below. 

Mr. John Sherwood 
Tristani Rubber Industries 
P. O. Box 14127 
Bo. Obrero Station 
Santurce, P.R 00916 

* * * * * * * * * * 



I etters 

B~ena Vista College 
Storm Lake, Iowa 
50588 

T~e comp~ting gro~p at B~ena Vista College 
wo~lj like to introiuce o~r-selves to you. 
We come from a variety of backgrounis: 
c~emistry, mat~ematics, physics, psychology, 
ani b~siness (anj we are hoping to aid a 
comop~ter scientist in t~e near f~ture). 
Along wit~ a Wang 2200, three Apples, and a 
NYCAA, we both teach with and use an Alpha 
Micro AM1~0-T conflg~red as follows: 

core: 326K (ECM) 
storage: two Hawk lOME drives 
terminals: 8 SCROC IQ120 CRTs 
printer: one TI 820 (second on orier) 
Software ad ie,d: COBOL 

to date Paine-Jackson Accounting 
TSASS (Dravac) purc~ased, 

but not yet implementej 

Clearly a large system for a micro, we r~n 
under a ~ostile environment of active 
multiuser status. Beca~se most of o~r users 
are st~ients, we experience the pangs of 
novice programmers taking t~e mac~ine down 
frequently, sometimes as often as several 
times oer hour. (They learn quickly to SAVE 
frequently. ) 

Of several problems we experienced due to the 
large number of users, one totally surprised 
us: we had failej to anticioate that a 
single 'Hsk could only contain 63" accounts. 
With h~ndreds of st~dents needing machine 
access, we were preplexej as to how to save 
class work, maintain distinctions, keep 
ind~vidual st~dent records, and load specific 
programs to specific students easily. 
Perhaps our solution will be helpful to some 
AMUS users. 

To handle multiple students in few accounts, 
we did the following. 

Case 1: For the general use by "anybody" we 
created five "black boarj accounts" with no 
passwords, one for each of the five student 
work stations. T~ese are always available 
for any user, wit~ the ~nderstanding that the 
jirectory for eac~ is not secure. 

Case II: For specific classes, we exec~te a 
DO file w~ic~ (1) logs each terminal into 
specific class acco~nts, (2) loads that 
oarticular stujent's files (from a general 
account) into the ~ser acco~nt. T~~s, his 
active directory has only his files. At the 
end of t~e class, we copy ~is directory into 
t~e permanent lab account, and erase the 
temporary ~ser acco~nt to prepare for the 
next class. 

An examole may ~elp. Consider three st~dents 
in the fo~rth lab section of a course. On 
t~e disk is an acco~nt (called the lab 
a0count) for t~at specific lab containing all 
t~e files from that lab. The names of the 
files are coded: the first c~aracter of the 
file name is a digit indicating which 
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~erminal that stUdent ~ses (the stUdents are 
assigned to particular terminals at the 
beginning of the semester). Thus, the files 
in lab account 100,4 ("4" for the fourth lab 
in this class) will contain files of the 
types 2xxxxx.xxx, 3xxxxx.xxx, 4xxxxx.xxx. As 
t~e class begins, the instructor issues .FILL 
4 on the operator terminal from acco~nt 
(1,2). FILL.DO is as follows: 

:T 
:(THIS DO FILE FILLS THE TERMINAL ACCOUNTS 
FROM THE LAB STORAGE ACCOUNT 
> 
FORCE JOB2 LOG (102,1) 
FORCE JOB3 LOG (103,1) 
FORCE JOB4 LOG (104,1) 
ERASE DSK1:*.*[102,1] 
ERASE DSK1:*.*[103,1J 
ERASE DSK1:*.*[104,1] 
COP Y DS K 1 : * . * [ 1 02 , 1 ] = D S K 1 : 2 * . * [ 1 00 , $ 0 ] 
COPY DSK1:*.*[103,1]=DSK1:3*.*[100,$0] 
COPY DSK1:*.*[104,1]=DSK1:4*.*[100,$0] 

The FORCE commands log t~e st~dents into the 
proper account, the ERASE commands clean out 
their temporary jirectories, and the COpy 
commands load the particular st~jents' files 
into his account from the oarticular lab 
acco~nt ([100,4] in this case). 

At the end of class, we ~se an "EMPTY 4" 
commani to copy the new work into permanent 
storage in lab account (100,4). 

EMPTY DO: 
:T 
:(THIS DO FILE STORES TERMINAL ACCOUNTS 
INTO LAB ACCOUNTS 
> 
COP Y DS K 1 : * . * [ 1 00 , $ 0 ] = D S K 1 * . * [ 1 02 , 1 ] 
COPY DSK1:*.*[100,$0]=DSK1*.*[103,1] 
COP Y DS K 1 : * . * [ 1 00 , $ 0 ] = D S K 1 * . * [ 1 04 , 1 ] 

ERASE DSK1:*.*[102,1J 
ERASE DSK1:* .*[ 103,1] 
ERASE DSK1:*.*[104,1] 

Finally, there are times that we wish to p~t 

a oarticular file into each st~dent's account 
for class demonstration p~rposes. The 
following DO file exectuted from operator 
account (1,2) will p~t PROG1.BAS from account 
[23,4] on disk 1 into each classroom terminal 
account by giving DEMO DSK1: PROG1.BAS[23,4]. 

DEMO: 
:T 
:(THIS DO FILE PUTS THE NAMED FILE 
INTO THE CLASS USER ACCOUNTS 
> 
COPY DSK1: [102,1 ]=$0 
COPY DSK1:[103,1]=$0 
COPY DSK1:[104,1]=$0 

etc. 

We hope the above are helpful. They 
allowed us to serve many students in 
accounts (one for each lab olus one for 
terminal) and to transfer files quickly 
easily. 

have 
few 

each 
and 



We look forward to interacting with you on 
educational uses of the Alpha Micro. 

Mark Penn 

Joseph G. Taylor, Ph.D. 
Kenneth G. Schweller, Ph.D. 
Charles F. Slagle, Ph.D. 
Ben Donath, MA. 

Buena Vista College 
Storm Lake, Iowa 
50588 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Penn + Schoen Associates 
1501 Third Avenue 
New York, NY 10028 

As an Alpha Micro user and a long-time member 
of AMUS, I write to most strongly complain 
about the society's new policy of not 
publishing prices of items offered for sale. 

This policy can have only one effect: to 
make shopping for equipment and software more 
difficult and to limit price comparisons. 

The reason given in the letter from the 
president is that some prices w~ich appeared 
in a recent newsletter were for dealers only. 
I think it's the dealers responsibility to 
figure out who reads the AMUS newsletter. 

If the editors do not want to talk about 
pricing in t~eir editorial columns, I ~ave no 
objection to that, but a ban on their 
advertisers seems to me to be unwarranted and 
a great disservice to the members of the 
society. 

In recent cases, the Supreme .Court has rule.i 
that professional grouos could no longer ban 
the advertising of prices. Advertising 
including pricing information was ~eli to be 
protected speech by t~e first amendment and 
those practices were struck down. 

I am not asserting you are necessarily 
violating the Supreme Court ruling. I am 
suggesting YOu are going against its spirit 
and its reasoning. After careful evaluation, 
banning price information has most recently 
been found to be a restrictive trade oractice 
designed to limit consumer's information by 
making it more difficult for ~im to s~op 
around. There are always exceptions to the 
general rule -- some price advertising may be 
misleading, but it is important to realize 
that the courts and the FTC have found t~at 

on balance it serves to help the consumer. 

The note from the President in the April 
newsletter goes on to say that they are 
interested in disseminating information, not 
what an item costs. But what an item costs 
is an important piece of information -- the 
best Alpha Micro advancement would be useless 
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if the cost were ~ig~er t~an the work it 
would perform. Conversely, the most trivial 
Alp~a-Micro utility might be wort~w~ile if 
t~e price was very low. In fact, the entire 
ac~ievement of someone's work might be t~at 
t~ey ~ave found out ~ow to do t~e same thing 
less expensively. 

It is important to remember t~at t~is is a 
USERS society, ani I am sure t~at users w~o 
receive t~e newsletter want to see prices 
advertised if t~e manufacturer or comoany 
cares to aivertise t~em. T~ey want as much 
information as oossible. To t~e extent they 
~ave to write letters and o~one calls just to 
find Out the basic information, it deprives 
t~em of t~e benefit of t~e newsletter and of 
the advertising. 

P.S. I want to comment on one point raised 
by Step~en B. Patterson in t~e April issue. 
I t~ink that Alpha Micro'S requirements of 
"bundled" sales (as well as some of its other 
practices) may well violate the anti-trust 
laws. I believe this is a valid tooic for 
the members~ip to discuss and I for o~e would 
be willing to contribute to a legal fund or 
~ead a committee of users to look into this. 

Mark Penn 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Richard T. Brown 
Larry H. Heim 
U. S. Gold & Silver Investments, Inc. 
729 SW Alder St., Suite 42') 
Portland, Oregon 97205 
(5')3) 228-9555 

~e are interestej in getting in touch wit~ 
anyone w~o ~as ievelopei grao~ics 
capabilities for t~e Alp~a Micro. We will 
consiier any ~ig~ resolution grap~lcs 

terminal but would oarticulrly llke to use a 
Hewlett Packard 2648 terminal wit~ t~e Aloha. 
If anyone ~as wrItten a iriver for thls 
terminal, or ~as been working on somet~ing 

t~at is bouni to be jubbed Alp~aGraphics, 

please give us al call at 1-80')-547-168'). 

Ric~arj T. Brown 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Bi 11 Trotter 
Carera World, Inc. 
534') Oporto Avenue 
Birmingham, AL 3621') 
(205) 595-')563 

We are a camera store wit~ a l,),)T Alp~a 

Micro. Our system is ,lsing Alp~a Accounting 
with several modifications, such as each 



inventory item has two vendors from AlP, a 
f~nction to write letters to AIR customers by 
ageing with each customer's name and charges 
merged into the letter text, selectable 
interestlletter on each customer, etc. We 
also have a camera store data base system 
that allows us to keep track of our 
customer's repairs, photo-finishing, and 
soecial orders. We can produce almost any 
type of report sorted in almost any order 
that we want, including mailing labels and 
letters based on a customer type. To find a 
customer, part or all of the customer's last 
name is entered. 

Our programmer has written a report program 
generator that will read a format file 
created by VUE and then produce an Alpha 
Basic program to write the report. With 
simple commands, we can select, sort, do page 
breaks, sub-totals, totals, etc. This report 
program generator can be made to work with 
any part of Alpha Accounting or other 
systems. 

We are soon to add a Spin Writer and are in 
need of a driver for it. 

I know of an AM100 Alpha with '28k of memory, 
10mb driver, and built into a desk with very 
little use for a good price {$16k). This was 
bought by someone else who went with an 
Intertec later on. 

If any of you are doing anything along the 
same lines, please give my programmer a call. 
His number is (205) 933-2798 or beeper number 
(205) 320-9503. Ask for Jeff Lyons. 

M. T. Siu 
General Knits 

Bill Trotter 

* * * * * * * * * * 

AIK San 'Factory Bldg. #7/F 
14 Westlands Road 
Quarry Bay, Hong Kong 

Our system configuration is: 

AM-l00 CPU 
CDC Phoenix 90 Megabyte disk drive 
128k memory 
3 Soroc Terminals 
1 Texas Instr~ment 150 cps printer 

O~r company is one of the largest garment 
man~facturers in Hong Kong. We are facing 
with data capt~ring problem thousands of 
transactions have to be captured daily. 
Anyone who has any informaton on any OPTICAL 
CHARACTER READER than can be interfaced with 
our ex iSing system please write immediately 
to the above address with relevant 
information and prices. 

M. T. Siu 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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Roy Ehman 
P. O. Box 49181 
Atlanta, GA 30359 
(404) 633-2723 

Here's a wrinkle I'd like to pass on. 

I have a couple of programmes such as this 
one which heads up this letter and gets your 
address from the file and I often need to be 
able to see the corresponence directly to 
recall what filename to use for a given 
letter. I can now call a nice compact 
directory without leaving the program as 
follows: 

LOG BAS: 

COpy DIR.SBR=DIR.FXO[7,O] 

You now have a viable assembler subroutine 
you can call from basic using XCALL DIR and 
you will get the directory of the account 
that you are in and be returned to your basic 
program. I find that a real convenience. 
Hope you do too. 

If you want to put in the missing CRLF rename 
the .FXO to .PRG, disassemble it and place 
the CRLF just above the first RTN. The label 
at this point will then need to be moved up 
one place to include the CRLF. Now Macro the 
.PRG and rename to .SBR etc. 

Roy Ehman 

• * • * * * * * * * 

Larry Manulak 
Grouse Mountain Resorts, LTD. 
6400 Nancy Greene Way 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V7R 4N4 

We've been a member of AMUS since September 
1980 (date of first newsletter) and I think 
it is a very good investment. 

The regular list of bugs and queries I have 
seen prompt me to include some of my own 
observations and questions. 

1. Floating point instructions. They have 
two addressing modes: A direct mode where the 
register pOints to a location that contains 
the address of the instruction. I have not 
had any success in getting the assembler to 
set the indirect flag. 

Code WORD AHOFOBO 
this is the floating point add instruction 
with source = indirect register 3 and 
destination = direct register o. If this 
is included in a program it works as 
expected. Fix disassembles it into: 

FADD CR3,RO 

but if you code it like this the assembler 
sets both addresses as direct. 

(continued on iage 4) 
.. « 



(~ YES w 
......:J 

YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
YES 
NO 

THE 

COMPUTER 

IS OUT OF ORDER 

- We have call~d the service man 

- He will be in today 

- We cannot fix it 

- We do not know how long it will take 

- We do not know what caused it 

- We do not know who broke it 

.. \,V i.. are kecging it 

- We do not know what YOU are going to do now 

.' 



If you would like YJur name to appear in the AMUS Member Directory, 
please fill out this form and return to Sharon Greene, AMUS, 
934 Pearl Suite B, Boulder, CO 80302. Regardless of whet~~r 
you want your name to appear, please be sure and fill out the 
information about your dealer and send it to Sharon. 

NAME ----------------------------------------------------------
COMPANY -------------------------------------------------------
ADDRESS -------------------------------------------------------
CITY STATE ZIP --------------------------- ------------- ----------
COUNTRY ________________________________________________ __ 

PHON E ___________________________ DAT E, ____________________ __ 

COMMENTS: 

MAJOR INTERESTS ________________________________________ ___ 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE, ______________________________________ __ 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ______________________________________ _ 

WHO IS YOUR DEALER? 

COMPANY __________________________________________________ __ 

ADDRESS __________________________________________________ __ 

CITY _________________________ STATE ____________ ZI P ________ __ 

COUNTRY ___________________________ PHONE __________________ __ 

CONTACT PERSON __________________________________________ __ 

COMMENTS: ______________________________________________ __ 
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